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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Ecosystems are places where living and nonliving things work together in harmony.
Each factor depends on all the other factors to remain in a perfect balance. When the
ecosystem changes for any reason, the species living there must adapt to the new
conditions. For example, in a year where rabbits are scarce, wolves must adapt to
find new prey. Or if the lake becomes warmer, the plants and animals must adapt to
the new temperature.
Sometimes, though, changes in ecosystems happen too quickly for the native, or
local, species to adapt. When the delicate balance between a species and their
environment (including food sources, nesting grounds, access to sunlight and water,
etc.) is severely disrupted, it can unbalance the entire ecosystem and even lead to
extinction
One way an ecosystem can be shaken up is with the introduction of an invasive
species. An invasive species is a species that is brought into an ecosystem in an
unnatural way. Sometimes these species are carried to a new continent in the cargo
hold of a ship. Other times they’re introduced on purpose by humans who think that
they’ll solve a problem in the ecosystem. Regardless of how they arrive, invasive
species cause major disruptions in the ecosystem they invade. Often they have no
predators and they quickly begin to dominate the habitat, taking all the food and
space away from the naturally occurring, native species.
Let’s take a look at some examples.
Brown Tree Snake
The brown tree snake, native to Australia, was unnaturally introduced in
Guam in 1952. It most likely hid away in the cargo of a ship or airplane.
In Guam, it quickly decimated the local prey populations including birds
and lizards. The only predators in Guam are wild pigs and
mangrove monitors (a kind of lizard), so the brown tree
snake was able to quickly grow in numbers. Today, these
snakes are still a major nuisance to the local people.
Hydrilla
Some time in the 1950s, a shop owner originally purchased a shipment
of hydrilla from a dealer in Sri Lanka for sale in his aquarium store.
When he didn’t like what he received he dumped the plants into a
Florida canal where they flourished. The hydrilla is an aggressive plant,
taking space and other resources from the native species. Where wide
varieties of species once lived, now only the hydrilla can be found,
creating a monoculture. By the 1990s, control and management of the
hydrilla was already costing millions of dollars every year.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Cane Toad
3000 cane toads were intentionally brought to Australia
in 1935 to combat the beetles that were destroying sugar
cane crops. Unfortunately, these toads quickly turned their
appetite on other native insects. This unfortunately reduces
the amount of prey available to other species that rely on
insects for food. Today, there are millions of cane toads in
Australia and campaigns to remove their eggs from local
ponds are ongoing.
Kudzu
Kudzu is native to Asia, but it was first introduced in America at
a gardening exposition in 1876. The fast growing quality (up to
a foot a day!) of kudzu made it a popular plant for farmers and
ecosystem managers to prevent soil erosion. It can also be
used to feed livestock. By the 1940s, the government was
actually paying farmers to plant the vine. Today, kudzu
smothers trees, houses, and power lines. It’s strong enough to
withstand drought and frost, so it survives when other plants
die. This allows kudzu to take over even more territory and
continue to reduce biodiversity, or the variety of life, that was
once present in the American South.
Lionfish
No one knows how the lionfish arrived in Florida in 1992.
Native to Indian and South Pacific Oceans, these fish
colonized the Western Atlantic at an alarming rate. They
are also the first known non-native species to invade coral
reefs. Lionfish either eat local fish or eat their prey,
causing major disruptions to natural ecosystems. To aid their
appetite, their stomach can expand up to 30 times after a big
meal! In the Atlantic, the lionfish has no predators to keep its
numbers in check.
Emerald Ash Borer
Although it looks unsuspecting, this beetle has killed tens of
millions of ash trees as an invasive species in America. First
detected in Michigan in 2002, no one really knows how the ash
borer arrived. In its native Asia, trees are resistant to the ash borer
and it has predators (specifically, wasps). This species threatens
not only the ecosystems it invades, but also the livelihoods of
timber farmers.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Define the following terms using the context clues from the passage.

Word

De nition

Adapt

Native Species

Invasive Species

Biodiversity

1. List three ways invasive species can affect the ecosystems in which they are
introduced

2. Invasive species often reduce biodiversity in areas where they are introduced.
How do they do this?

3. Why is biodiversity important to healthy ecosystems?
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Summarize the impact (both positive and negative) each species had on the
ecosystem where they were introduced.

Invasive Species

Impact of Introduction to Non-native
Ecosystem

Brown Tree Snake

Hydrilla

Cane Toad

Kudzu

Lion sh

Emerald Ash Borer
4. Construct an argument. Which of the species above had the largest impact in it’s
new ecosystem? Defend your claim with evidence from the reading.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Research. Choose one of the 4 invasive species shown to research on your own.
Write a paragraph summarizing the following: where the species originated from,
how it ended up in it’s new ecosystem, what impacts this species is having on the
non-native ecosystem
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Japanese
Zebra Mussel
_________________________________________________________________
Honeysuckle
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Python
__________________________________________________________________
Old World
Climbing Fern
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Ecosystems are places where living and nonliving things work together in harmony.
Each factor depends on all the other factors to remain in a perfect balance. When the
ecosystem changes for any reason, the species living there must adapt to the new
conditions. For example, in a year where rabbits are scarce, wolves must adapt to
find new prey. Or if the lake becomes warmer, the plants and animals must adapt to
the new temperature.
Sometimes, though, changes in ecosystems happen too quickly for the native, or
local, species to adapt. When the delicate balance between a species and their
environment (including food sources, nesting grounds, access to sunlight and water,
etc.) is severely disrupted, it can unbalance the entire ecosystem and even lead to
extinction
One way an ecosystem can be shaken up is with the introduction of an invasive
species. An invasive species is a species that is brought into an ecosystem in an
unnatural way. Sometimes these species are carried to a new continent in the cargo
hold of a ship. Other times they’re introduced on purpose by humans who think that
they’ll solve a problem in the ecosystem. Regardless of how they arrive, invasive
species cause major disruptions int he ecosystem they invade. Often they have no
predators and they quickly begin to dominate the habitat, taking all the food and
space away from the naturally occurring, native species.
Let’s take a look at some examples.
Brown Tree Snake
The brown tree snake, native to Australia, was unnaturally introduced in
Guam in 1952. It most likely hid away in the cargo of a ship or airplane.
In Guam, it quickly decimated the local prey populations including birds
and lizards. The only predators in Guam are wild pigs and
mangrove monitors (a kind of lizard), so the brown tree
snake was able to quickly grow in numbers. Today, these
snakes are still a major nuisance to the local people.
Hydrilla
Some time in the 1950s, a shop owner originally purchased a shipment
of hydrilla from a dealer in Sri Lanka for sale in his aquarium store.
When he didn’t like what he received he dumped the plants into a
Florida canal where they flourished. The hydrilla is an aggressive plant,
taking space and other resources from the native species. Where wide
varieties of species once lived, now only the hydrilla can be found,
creating a monoculture. By the 1990s, control and management of the
hydrilla was already costing millions of dollars every year.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Cane Toad
3000 cane toads were intentionally brought to Australia
in 1935 to combat the beetles that were destroying sugar
cane crops. Unfortunately, these toads quickly turned their
appetite on other native insects. This unfortunately reduces
the amount of prey available to other species that rely on
insects for food. Today, there are millions of cane toads in
Australia and campaigns to remove their eggs from local
ponds are ongoing.
Kudzu
Kudzu is native to Asia, but it was first introduced in America at
a gardening exposition in 1876. The fast growing quality (up to
a foot a day!) of kudzu made it a popular plant for farmers and
ecosystem managers to prevent soil erosion. It can also be
used to feed livestock. By the 1940s, the government was
actually paying farmers to plant the vine. Today, kudzu
smothers trees, houses, and power lines. It’s strong enough to
withstand drought and frost, so it survives when other plants
die. This allows kudzu to take over even more territory and
continue to reduce biodiversity, or the variety of life, that was
once present in the American South.
Lionfish
No one knows how the lionfish arrived in Florida in 1992.
Native to Indian and South Pacific Oceans, these fish
colonized the Western Atlantic at an alarming rate. They
are also the first known non-native species to invade coral
reefs. Lionfish either eat local fish or eat their prey,
causing major disruptions to natural ecosystems. To aid their
appetite, their stomach can expand up to 30 times after a big
meal! In the Atlantic, the lionfish has no predators to keep its
numbers in check.
Emerald Ash Borer
Although it looks unsuspecting, this beetle has killed tens of
millions of ash trees as an invasive species in America. First
detected in Michigan in 2002, no one really knows how the ash
borer arrived. In its native Asia, trees are resistant to the ash borer
and it has predators (specifically, wasps). This species threatens
not only the ecosystems it invades, but also the livelihoods of
timber farmers.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Define the following terms using the context clues from the passage.

Word

De nition

Adapt

Native Species

Invasive Species

Biodiversity

1. List three ways invasive species can affect the ecosystems in which they are
introduced

2. Invasive species often reduce biodiversity in areas where they are introduced.
How do they do this?

3. Why is biodiversity important to healthy ecosystems?
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Summarize the impact (both positive and negative) each species had on the
ecosystem where they were introduced.

Invasive Species

Impact of Introduction to Non-native
Ecosystem

Brown Tree Snake

Hydrilla

Cane Toad

Kudzu

Lion sh

Emerald Ash Borer
4. Construct an argument. Which of the species above had the largest impact in it’s
new ecosystem? Defend your claim with evidence from the reading.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Research. Choose one of the 4 invasive species shown to research on your own.
Write a paragraph summarizing the following: where the species originated from,
how it ended up in it’s new ecosystem, what impacts this species is having on the
non-native ecosystem
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Japanese
Zebra Mussel
_________________________________________________________________
Honeysuckle
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Python
__________________________________________________________________
Old World
Climbing Fern
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INVASIVE
SPECIES
KEY
by laney lee

INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Define the following terms using the context clues from the passage.

Word

De nition

Adapt

Change in order to be better suited to survive
in an environment

Native Species

A species that naturally occurs in an area

Invasive Species

A species that has been artificially introduced
into an area

Biodiversity

A variety of species

1. List three ways invasive species can affect the ecosystems in which they are
introduced
1. Eating all the prey that other predators depend on, can lead to
extinctio
2. Dominating habitats that other species depend on
3. Lack of natural predators leading to a population explosion
2. Invasive species often reduce biodiversity in areas where they are introduced.
How do they do this?
Invasive species disrupt the predator/prey balance in the ecosystems
that they invade. Often with no natural predators they quickly decimate
prey populations or dominate living space, causing native species to go
extinct and biodiversity to suffer
3. Why is biodiversity important to healthy ecosystems?
Biodiversity is generally considered a good sign of a healthy ecosystem.
The more checks and balances between various species there are, the
more likely that the ecosystem can weather slight changes from year to
year and more species will have the chance to adapt.
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Summarize the impact (both positive and negative) each species had on the
ecosystem where they were introduced.

Invasive Species

Impact of Introduction to Non-native
Ecosystem

Brown Tree Snake

Arriving in Guam, this snake decimated prey
populations and is also a nuisance to humans.

Hydrilla

In Florida, this plant has taken over aquatic
ecosystems, crowding out many other species.

Cane Toad

Introduced purposefully, this toad has since
taken off in number with no predators. It avoids
the prey it was brought to control.

Kudzu

Introduced purposefully, this plant was helpful
in controlling erosion, but quickly began
smothering local trees and homes.

Lion sh

This fish colonizers coral reefs and ruthlessly
preys upon smaller fish, affecting biodiversity
in this precious ecosystem.

Emerald Ash Borer

This beetle has destroyed millions of trees,
affecting biodiversity and even the livlihood of
human timber farmers.

4. Construct an argument. Which of the species above had the largest impact in it’s
new ecosystem? Defend your claim with evidence from the reading.

(ANSWER WILL VARY)
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INVASIVE SPECIES

Name: _____________

Research. Choose one of the 4 invasive species shown to research on your own.
Write a paragraph summarizing the following: where the species originated from,
how it ended up in it’s new ecosystem, what impacts this species is having on the
non-native ecosystem
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
Japanese
Zebra Mussel
_________________________________________________________________
Honeysuckle
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
(ANSWER
WILL
VARY)
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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download the full unit
If you’ve enjoyed this resource, please consider downloading the full unit
by clicking below. With your purchase you will enjoy free lifetime
updates and any additional resources added to this unit will be yours for
free as well!

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/
Ecosystems-FULL-UNIT-3509797
Please email me with any questions, comments, concerns, or
suggestions at laneyleeteaches@gmail.com ! I’m always looking for
ways to improve my resources!
Sincerely,
Laney
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Or get all my
guided reading
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By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of Laney Lee and
licensed to you only for classroom / personal use as a single user. I retain the copyright, and reserve
all rights to this product. Please remember to leave feedback so you will earn TpT Credits, which may
be applied to your future purchases.
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❑
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YOU MAY:
Use free and purchased items for your own classroom students, or your own personal use.
Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional development, workshops, or
other such venues, ONLY if both credit is given to myself as the author, and a link back to my
TpT store is included in the presentation.
Purchase licenses at a great discount for other teachers to use this resource.
YOU MAY NOT:
Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove copyright / watermarks.
Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale / free.
Post this document for sale / free elsewhere on the internet (this includes Google Doc links on
blogs).
Making copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden and is a violation of

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using this
product. If you encounter an issue with your file, notice an error, or are in any way experiencing
a problem, please contact me and I will be more than happy to help sort it out. You can message
me at laneyleeteaches@gmail.com
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Join my Facebook group for Middle
School Science Teachers.
Join my Facebook group for
Classroom Management Support.

click to connect!

subscribe to my newsletter for monthly freebies

